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Quantity 1 contains fact-based answers to queries from actual nail specialists. This was followed
by his book, Nail Structure & Product Chemistry, 1st and 2nd Edition, which includes become
important reading for na salon pros. Doug Schoon, currently residing in Dana Stage, CA, can be
an internationally-known scientist with a Masters Degree in Chemistry from UC-Irvine, as well as
an writer and educator with over 30 years' knowledge in the cosmetic beauty and personal
treatment industry. He is a leading industry authority, known for his specialized and regulatory
work which has helped shape the wonder industry. Schoon is certainly a chief contributor to
Milady's Regular Nail Technology and Standard Cosmetology, along with several medical
reference books such as Baran and Maibach's Textbook of Aesthetic Dermatology and Cosmetic
Dermatology: A THOROUGH Medical and Surgical Text message. In 1986, Schoon founded
Chemical Awareness Training Program (CATS) the wonder industry's first safety teaching
company. Based on Face to Face with Doug Schoon, Episodes 1-50. Schoon offers authored
several books, video and audio schooling programs, and also dozens of magazine content
articles about salon products, safety, and best practices for salon professionals.
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if you are a nail tech, you need this book highly recommend, this book is loaded with
questions/answers and is a wonderful tool for just about any nail technician. every query is
described and answered therefore clearly. instruction classes!. feel unknowledgeable. Excellent!
Having studied anatomy, biology, and chemistry before getting back into to the nail industry, I
discover this book incredibly beneficial without having to fully turn my "medical brain" back on.
Mr. Schoon has a very matter-of-truth, easy-to-understand way of explaining even the most
complex of subjects without making also the most recent nail tech. This publication will probably
be worth every penny and I plan on purchasing the remaining volumes. A must buy for any nail
tech Fantastic book. His books ought to be required reading for all nail tech. You can view why
Mr. A valuable source for all Nail Technicians While the content material is drawn from Doug's IN
PERSON video series, I made a decision to buy the eBook as it's faster to discover and refresh my
memory when required. And it wasn't a lot of time, either. It's a valuable read for each nail
professional and needed for Educators inside our industry. Learned TONS of terrific stuff in this
book Learned TONS of terrific stuff in this book. I'm not a professional nail specialist but I am so
pleased I took enough time to learn through what I should know.The book contains answers to
many questions posted to Doug from Nail Technicians all over the World. Mr. Schoon gets right
to the idea, limiting what he has to share to precisely what is necessary for us to know. And I
could go back and appearance up more when I’m searching for answers Great book to get for
nail techs Love this book because it has the answers from someone who is a head in the nail
market! Essential for nail technicians! As an Nail Specialist Instructor, I love the knowledge,
reasearch, and truth Doug Schoon shares. Does a fantastic job of explaining the technology
behind nail enhancements in an accessible way. Unquestionably priceless! Great info I really
enjoy reading the reality, and these facts help to make me an improved nail tech. We have to
always be pressing ourselves to become the best we can be. I feel like I am more equipping to
protect my customers and myself, which is super important to me. Fantastic book. And, it really
is an easy examine.. I really believe this book along with the "nail structure and product
chemistry" written by Doug are a vital component of every nail technicians library. So
informative for nail techs Extremely essential for nail techs Absolutely the very best nail book I
love to call the nail bible Learned so much information out of this book about nails. It literally is
changing my life as a nail specialist. So many great stuff answered so many question. Love that!!!
Doug Schoon is an extremely well respected scientist in the wonder market and his books are
very educational and informative.. A must buy for any nail tech. Doug Schoon is an extremely
well respected scientist in the . Schoon has this excellent status in the industry.
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